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High-resolution resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) and low-energy photoemission spectra of
oxygen molecules have been measured for investigating the electronic structure of Rydberg states in
the O 1s→ σ* energy region. The electronic characteristics of each Rydberg state have been success-
fully observed, and new assignments are made for several states. The RIXS spectra clearly show that
vibrational excitation is very sensitive to the electronic characteristics because of Rydberg-valence
mixing and vibronic coupling in O2. This observation constitutes direct experimental evidence that
the Rydberg-valence mixing characteristic depends on the vibrational excitation near the avoided
crossing of potential surfaces. We also measured the photoemission spectra of metastable oxygen
atoms (O*) from O2 excited to 1s→Rydberg states. The broadening of the 4p Rydberg states of
O* has been found with isotropic behavior, implying that excited oxygen molecules undergo disso-
ciation with a lifetime of the order of 10 fs in 1s→Rydberg states. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4994895]

I. INTRODUCTION

The O 1s absorption spectra of oxygen molecules have
been a subject of great interest for many years owing to the
presence of complicated electronic structures.1–7 Beside a dis-
tinct π* resonance peak that exists at around 531 eV and toward
the ionization threshold, the O 1s absorption spectra show
unusual complicated structures because O2 is an open-shell
molecule with several dissociative and bound states near the
K-edge. Figure 1 shows the total ion yield spectrum of O2 in
the O 1s ionization threshold region.

Below the 1s threshold energy, σ* resonances and many
Rydberg states converging to the two core hole states have been
observed, where there are one broad peak with a fine structure
and many sharp peaks. The origin of these features had been
a topic of debate. Kosugi and co-workers showed that two σ*
excited states are present and that they affect these resonance
structures.1,2 The twoσ* excited states can be characterized as
σ*u[Qg] [one can also denote as 1sσg

�1(4Σg
−)σ*u(3Σu

−)] and
σ*u[Dg] [1sσg

�1(2Σg
−)σ*u(3Σu

−)] depending on their con-
vergence to the 4Σg,u

− (quartet) and 2Σg,u
− (doublet) states,

respectively, where Q and D denote a quartet and a dou-
blet ion core. The lower ionization energy related to the ion
core 4Σg,u

− is 543.39 eV, and the higher one related to 2Σg,u
−

is 544.43 eV.3 It should be noted that σ*u[Dg] has lower
energy than σ*u[Qg] because of strong exchange interaction.2

a)gejo@sci.u-hyogo.ac.jp

Therefore, the energy inversion of quartet and doublet states
occurs between σ* and ionic states. The interactions of
Rydberg electronic configurations with excited valence con-
figurations due to the vibronic coupling have a large influence
on the molecular electronic structure and it is called Rydberg-
valence (RV) mixing. Therefore, most of the fine structures
are due to Rydberg transition converging to the two ioniza-
tion thresholds because of RV mixing. Since the npσu[Qg]
Rydberg state and repulsive σu*[Qg] state can be heavily
mixed and can perturb each other via avoided potential-curve
crossing, pσ-type Rydberg transitions have relatively intense
structures.

These states have been investigated by high-resolution
angle-resolved photo-ion yield spectroscopy (ARPIS) data1,2

in combination with ab initio calculations. Tanaka and co-
workers attempted to reassign these states with the help of
resonant Auger spectra, which were considered as Auger spec-
tra shifted by the screening energy for a given Rydberg state.3

Their result was not significantly different from the calculation
by Yagishita et al.2 Feifel et al.4,5 and Velkov et al.6 theoreti-
cally investigated the origin of these features. Through ab initio
calculation4 and wave-packet simulation,6 they explained that
the peaks mainly originate from the drop of the intensity of
σ* peaks due to the crossing of two potential surfaces: that
of the 3p Rydberg state and of the repulsive σ* state. Based
on this model, Velkov et al. successfully explained the long-
tailed feature of the σ* state in the lower-energy region in
Fig. 1, together with the intensive 3sσ feature and the sudden
drop of intensity in the nearby higher-energy region. Recently,
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FIG. 1. Total ion yield spectrum of O 1s→σu
∗ resonance of the oxygen

molecule. The assignments are based on Ref. 3.

Püttner and Ueda reanalyzed the data of the ARPIS spec-
tra of O2 below the O 1s ionization threshold by using a
sophisticated fit approach.7 They showed that σ* resonance
shows a narrower peak due to the interaction between σ* and
3pσ. In accordance with these experimental results, we will
discuss, based on an adiabatic model, that the peaks consist of
one strong σ* resonance around 539 eV and many Rydberg
states toward the ionization threshold.

Such a complicated electronic characteristic is very
difficult to establish comprehensively through experiments
involving only ARPIS1,2,7 or Auger electron spectroscopy.3

However, energy-tuned x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, the
so-called resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) spec-
troscopy, is a very useful tool for the determination of elec-
tronic characteristics in this case8,9 because the dipole charac-
teristics of the absorption and emission are limited by simple
selection rules. In addition, the transition moments between
Rydberg and valence orbitals are usually weak compared to
those between orbitals with the same characteristics. Thus,
RIXS spectroscopy is a useful and sensitive tool to deter-
mine the electronic characteristics of complicated electronic
and vibronic structures. This is true in the vicinity of the O
1s→σ* resonance, where RV mixing is present. Recently,
we studied the RV mixing in O2 by the RIXS technique,10

where the excitations to valence and/or Rydberg orbitals were
analyzed by filtering pure valence and pure Rydberg final
states.

The autoionization spectra arising from the metastable
fragments from 1s→Rydberg states are also helpful. Recently,
we studied the low-energy electron spectra of H2O in the
vicinity of the O 1s ionization threshold. The formation of
neutral oxygen Rydberg atoms (O*) was observed, and the
initially excited electron in a Rydberg orbital was shown
to remain associated with O* even after the cleavages of
bonds.11,12 Therefore, the measurement of low-energy elec-
tron spectra provides useful information regarding the dynam-
ics of these states. In particular, the Doppler profiles in the
autoionization spectra of O* contain information about the
kinetics of the dissociation of O2 in the inner-shell excited
state.

In this work, we first show the versatility of the RIXS
method by demonstrating the assignment of Rydberg and RV
mixing states of O2 at photon energies across 1s→σ* res-
onances. Then, we show using RIXS spectra that, in the σ*
resonance, vibrational excitation is very sensitive to the elec-
tronic characteristics because of RV mixing. We also show the
experimentally obtained low-energy autoionization spectra of
O* from O2 in the inner-shell excited state. The broadening
of the 2s22p3(2D)4p state of O* has been found with isotropic
behavior. This observation can be explained by the short life-
time of the oxygen molecule, which undergoes the dissociation
with a lifetime of the order of 10 fs.

II. APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

We have previously reported the experimental setup.13

Briefly, the experiments were performed on the a-branch of
the soft x-ray undulator beamline BL17SU at SPring-8. This
beamline can provide highly stabilized monochromatic soft
x-rays from 300 to 1800 eV with a resolving power of over
10 000.14,15 The direction of the polarization vector of the
incident beam can be switched by changing the operational
mode of the undulator. In the present study, we have set the
operational mode to be a helical mode in which the degree
of circular polarization Pc is approximately 0.98 at 530 eV to
achieve a high photon flux.

The energy of the incident photon beam was calibrated
by recording the total ion yield spectra of O2 molecules in
the inner-shell excitation region, and the absolute energy scale
was established using the data from a previous paper.3 The
accuracy of the energy scale for the incident photon beam was
estimated to be approximately±40 meV. The energy resolution
was set to approximately 65 meV at a photon energy of 530 eV
to achieve a high photon flux.

The RIXS spectra were recorded using a high-
performance slitless spectrometer equipped with a compact
flange-mounted liquid flow cell.16,17 Although this spectrom-
eter was originally developed for studying liquid targets, in
the present study, we introduced oxygen gas into the flow
cell. This flow cell utilizes a 150-nm-thick Au-coated SiC
membrane window to separate the flowing gas at atmospheric
pressure from the high vacuum. The spectrometer was cal-
ibrated by measuring the normal fluorescence emitted from
the core-ionized oxygen molecules and the photons elastically
scattered from the target gas. The estimated energy resolution
of the spectrometer was 258 meV.

To record the electron kinetic energy spectra, we used
a hemispherical electron energy analyzer (VG-Scienta2002)
equipped with a gas cell. The lens axis of the analyzer was
fixed in the horizontal direction, and the electron analyzer was
energy-calibrated by recording a low-energy electron spec-
trum corresponding to that of O2 in the vicinity of the 1s
ionization threshold.18 The resolution of the electron analyzer
was set to approximately 8 meV, and the typical pressure in
the main chamber housing the gas cell was approximately
1.0× 10�3 Pa during the measurements. The direction of the
polarization vector can be switched to vertical or horizontal,
and the photons have a polarization degree of 0.90 in this
energy region.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ground state of the oxygen molecule has an electronic
structure of 3Σg

−:1σg
21σu

22σg
22σu

23σg
21πu

41πg
2σu

∗0. The
dipole character of absorption and emission leads to sim-
ple selection rules. The parity selection rule connects initial,
excited, and final states after emission either as ungerade–
gerade–ungerade (u-g-u) or as gerade–ungerade–gerade (g-
u-g) states. Therefore, whenever inner-shell electrons are
excited to Rydberg and valence states, excited states should
show symmetrical u-character as a whole and be in the
triplet state, and final states after emission should show sym-
metrical g-character as a whole and also be in the triplet
state. The main dipole-allowed final states with high tran-
sition moment are 3pπu[A2Πu], 3pπu[a4Πu], 3sσg[b4Σg

−],
3pσu[a4Πu],σu*[A2Πu], andσu*[a4Πu], which we denote as
23Σg

−, 33Σg
−, 43Σg

−, 23Πg, 33Πg, and 43Πg, respectively.10

The dipole transitions between Rydberg and valence orbitals
are usually small. Therefore, 23Σg

−, 33Σg
−, 43Σg

−, and 23Πg

Rydberg states are dominant in the RIXS spectra when the
1s electron is excited to Rydberg states, whereas 33Πg and
43Πg valence states are strongly observed when excited to
σu∗ states.10 The main ionized states are X2Πg, a4Πu, A2Πu,
b4Πg

−, B2Σg
−, and c4Σu

−.10

As shown in Fig. 1, the lower-energy resonance peak con-
sists of σu∗[Dg], 3sσg[Du], and 3pπu[Qg] states, where Q and
D denote the quartet and doublet ion cores. The higher-energy
peaks mainly consist of the 3pσu[Qg] and 4pσu[Qg] Rydberg
states. In the Rydberg states, the DQ interchannel coupling
among [Qg], [Qu], [Dg], and [Du] is quite small, although the
3pσu[Qg] Rydberg state is strongly mixed with the σu∗[Qg]
state having DQ interchannel coupling with σu∗[Dg] in the
Frank-Condon region.6 The 3pσu[Qg] vibrational structure
up to v = 4 has been observed, although peaks of v = 3, 4
overlap with the 3pπu[Dg] state. Here, we discuss 3sσg[Qu],
nsσg[Qg], the vibrational structure of 3pσu[Qg] up to v = 2,
and npσu[Qg].

A. RIXS spectrum of 3sσg[Qu] state

In Fig. 1, one can observe a few structures between 539
and 540 eV. Tanaka et al.3 suggested that this structure arises
from the vibrational progressions of 3sσg[Qu]. However, the
peak at hνin = 539.0 eV (v = 0) is distinctively strong, while
the intensity suddenly drops with increasing photon energy
and shows a weak feature. Velkov et al. explained that this is
due to the decrease in the transition dipole moment near the
crossing point between the repulsive σ* and Rydberg 3sσg

potential surfaces.6

We have observed the RIXS spectra at the 3sσg[Qu] Ryd-
berg state and the weak structure nearby. Excitation photon
energies and the obtained RIXS spectra are shown in Fig. 2.
Two different types of spectra are observed depending on the
excitation energy, which indicates that the characteristics of the
electronic states are different for different excited states. The
central feature at approximately hνout = 525.4 eV in Fig. 2 is
formed by transitions to the 43Πg (σu∗[a4Πu]) valence state.10

This implies that theσu∗[Qg] orbital is mainly excited, and the
transition dipole moments from Qg to the final states of a4Πu

state are dominant.10 The intensity of this peak decreases when

FIG. 2. Experimental RIXS profiles. The excitation energies are shown by
the arrows on the x-ray absorption spectrum (inset). These excitation energies
correspond to the region of 3sσg[Qu] Rydberg states.

the photon energy is close to the maximum of resonance. At
hνin = 539.01 eV, the maximum of the σ* resonance, one can
observe a small peak at hνout = 524.4 eV. This peak has been
assigned as the 43Σg

− Rydberg state (3sσg[b4Σg
−]), which

naturally indicates that the peak at hνin = 539.01 eV in Fig. 2
has a Rydberg character. As shown in Fig. 2, this 43Σg

− state
vanishes in the shoulder of the next peak when excited at the
structure nearby, which implies that this structure has little
transition probability to 3sσg at this excitation energy region.
This suggests that this state has a slight Rydberg character.
This is consistent with the fitting result obtained by Püttner
and Ueda,7 in which the intensity of the peaks in the vibra-
tional excited state is considerably small compared with the
vibrational ground state.

From the above observations, this structure can be inter-
preted as follows. Since the equilibrium geometries of the
ground and 3sσg[Qu] states are very close (∼1.2 A), the
Franck-Condon factor of the vibrational excited state is very
small. As excitation energy increases, σu

∗[Qg] valence char-
acteristics dominate. Thus, at excitation photon energies of
539.29 eV, 539.56 eV, and 539.72 eV, the RIXS spectra show
slight characteristics of a Rydberg state. Consequently, the
vibrational excited states in the absorption spectrum show only
a weak structure, and valence characteristics are dominant.

An additional peak at hνout = 526.7 eV has been observed
in Fig. 2. We ascribe this peak to the atomic line O*(1s2s2p5

3P)→ O*(1s22s2p4 3P) after ultrafast dissociation caused by
the σ* repulsive potential.10 We should note that this peak
has been observed along the σ* resonance peak, while on
higher-energy Rydberg states, no peak at hνout = 526.7 eV has
been observed. This implies that ultrafast dissociation occurs
only at the σ* resonance peak, which is consistent with the
results obtained by Guillemin et al.18 The reason for this
is the stronger Rydberg character of the progression of the
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npσu[Qg] Rydberg state. This Rydberg state is strongly bound,
which results in the suppression of the ultrafast dissociative
dynamics inherent in the case of the σ* resonance. A similar
phenomenon was observed by Hjelte et al., who investigated
atomic Auger lines resulting from fast dissociation only on the
σ* resonance.19

B. RIXS spectra of 3sσg[Qu], 4sσg[Qu],
and 5sσg[Qu] states

In the absorption spectrum in Fig. 1, no peak has been
assigned as 4sσ and 5sσ.3 As shown in Fig. 2, the small peak
at hνout = 524.4 eV in the RIXS spectrum can be recognized
as a fingerprint of nsσg[Qu] Rydberg states because the bands
arising from these Rydberg states are expected to be observed
in the vicinity of the 43Σg

− band (3sσg[X2Πg]) when excited
to nsσg[Qu] Rydberg states as the nsσg[X2Πg] band. Since the
emission photon energy mainly arises from the [Qu]→ [X2Πg]
pure valence transition, the nsσg[X2Πg] Rydberg peaks in
the RIXS spectra should be located almost at the same
position.9

Figure 3 shows the RIXS spectra excited at hνin = 541.32
and hνin = 542.02 eV, together with the RIXS spectrum of the
3sσg[Qu] state at an excitation photon energy of 539.01 eV.
These RIXS spectra clearly show the same peak at the vicin-
ity of hνout = 524.4 eV, corresponding to nsσg[X2Πg] Rydberg
states. Therefore, three excited states have sσg-type Rydberg
contribution. These peaks have term values of 4.38 eV, 2.07 eV,
and 1.37 eV, which correspond to the 3sσg[Qu] (δ= 1.23),
4sσg[Qu] (δ= 1.43), and 5sσg[Qu] (δ= 1.84) states, respec-
tively. Tanaka et al. assigned these bands as 3sσg, 3pσu v = 3,
and 4pσu v = 1, respectively. Indeed, in the RIXS spectrum
at a photon energy of hνin = 541.32 eV, two strong peaks at
hνout = 525.9 eV and 527.3 eV have been observed. These two
peaks have been observed in the vibrational excited state of
3pσu[Qg], as we will show in Sec. III C. Therefore, the peak at
the excitation energy of 541.32 eV also includes the vibrational
excited state of 3pσu[Qg] Rydberg peaks. We have assigned
hνin = 541.32 eV peak as an overlap with 4sσg[Qu] and v = 3
of the 3pσu[Qg] state. 5sσg[Qu] states have a relatively large
term value. Therefore, we assume that the maximum of this

FIG. 3. Experimental RIXS profiles. The excitation energies are shown by
the arrows on the x-ray absorption spectrum (inset). These excitation energies
correspond to nsσg[Qu] Rydberg states.

peak is not the precise energy positions of 5sσg[Qu] because
of the overlapping of the other state, and the term values of
5sσg[Qu] may be smaller than 1.37 eV. The RIXS spectrum
at a photon energy of hνin = 542.02 eV shows a strong 23Πg

(or npσu[X2Πg]) peak probably arising from the vibrational
excited state of 4pσu. Therefore, this peak can be assigned as
the overlap of 4pσu[Qg] v = 1 and 5sσg[Qu].

C. RIXS spectrum of 3pσu*[Qg]

The most interesting point of our spectra is the clear
vibrational dependence of RIXS spectra. Figure 4 shows the
RIXS spectra for the excitation of v = 0, v = 1, and v = 2 in
the 3pσu

∗[Qg] state. The ARPIS spectrum of O2 shows that
the peaks arising from v = 0, v = 1, and v = 2 in the 3pσ state
have no overlaps with other Rydberg states.2,3,7 As the exci-
tation energy increases, the RIXS spectra drastically change
from a distinct strong peak at hνout = 526.5 eV to the splitting
of the peak. The lower-energy side peak is ascribed to 43Πg

(σu
∗[A2Πu]) states, whereas the strong central peak can be

assigned as the 23Πg (3pσu[a4Πu, A2Πu]) state.10

This splitting is explained by the vibrational-state depen-
dence of RV mixing: at v = 0, the 3pσu[Qg] and σu∗[Qg] states
are weakly mixed. As a result of this weak RV mixing, this state
has a strong Rydberg character. Therefore, the strong elec-
tronic transition probability to the 23Πg (3pσu[a4Πu, A2Πu])
state is dominant in this v = 0 state. As the excitation pho-
ton energy increases, the valence character becomes stronger
owing to RV mixing because the core-excited valence σu

∗

state interacts non-adiabatically with the 3pσu Rydberg state
near the Frank-Condon region (R ∼ 1.2 Å).5 Consequently,
the RIXS spectra show strong electronic transition proba-
bilities from σu

∗[Qg] to σu
∗[a4Πu] valence states. Indeed,

in Fig. 3, the intensity of the peak due to the transition to
43Πg(σu

∗[a4Πu]) increases as the excitation energy increases.
Therefore, this drastic change can be elucidated by the dif-
ference in degree of RV mixing, i.e., the drastic change of

FIG. 4. Experimental RIXS profiles. The excitation energies are shown by
the arrows on the x-ray absorption spectrum (inset). These excitation energies
correspond to the vibrational state v = 0, 1, 2 of the 3pσu[Qg] Rydberg state.
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electronic characteristic from pσ-type Rydberg to σ* valence
characteristics. Such vibrational dependence on electronic
characteristics has been observed by ARPIS spectra in C
1s→Rydberg excitation of CO2, where the π* characteristic
is mixed as the bending mode is excited.20 Since RIXS spectra
show the characteristics of electronic states more clearly, they
give more direct and stronger evidence compared to ARPIS.
Note that the strong peak at hνout = 527 eV in Fig. 4 may arise
from the RV mixing of the 23Πg and 13Πg final states with the
avoided crossing at ∼1.15 Å,10,21 which can play an additional
role in the formation of the RIXS spectra.

D. RIXS spectra of 3pσu[Qg], 4pσu[Qg],
and 5pσu[Qg] states

The RIXS technique can be applied to the npσ Rydberg
series. The RIXS spectrum at 3pσu[Qg] peaks at hνin = 540.
67 eV shows a distinct, strong peak at hνout = 526.5 eV.
This peak arises from the transition of dipole moments to
the 23Πg(3pσu[a4Πu]) Rydberg states. We have investigated
other Rydberg peaks, which show a strong, distinct single
peak at hνout = 526.5 eV. Since the emission photon energy
mainly arises from the [Qu] to [a4Πu] valence transition, the
npσu[a4Πu, A2Πu] peaks of the RIXS spectra are expected
to be located almost at the same position. Figure 5 shows
the RIXS spectra at excitation energies of 540.67 eV, 541.81
eV, and 542.26 eV, together with 542.46 eV, 542.72 eV, and
549.56 eV. The first three spectra are very similar, with a
distinct, strong peak precisely at hνout = 526.5 eV correspond-
ing to npσu[a4Πu, A2Πu] Rydberg states. This implies that
these three excited states may have a common Rydberg char-
acter. Then we can assign the hνin = 541.81 eV peak to the
4pσu[Qg] state. Since hνin = 542.26 eV, the peak has a term
value of 1.13 eV (δ= 1.53 for 5p), which is considerably large
for 5pσu. Therefore, one can conclude that the main transi-
tion arises from v = 2 of the 4pσu[Qg] state. This is partly
consistent with the results of Tanaka et al.3 and Püttner and

FIG. 5. Experimental RIXS profiles. The excitation energies are shown with
the arrows on the x-ray absorption spectrum (inset). These excitation energies
correspond to the vicinity of npσu[Qg] Rydberg states. The assignments are
based on the discussion in the text.

Ueda,7 who suggested it as a mixing band of the 4pσu[Qg]
and 3dσu[Qg] states. In Fig. 5, we also show the RIXS spectra
at excitation energies of 542.46 eV and 542.72 eV, where the
peaks are assigned as 5pσu[Qg] and 6pσu[Qg] by Püttner and
Ueda.7 Although there is a peak shift of 0.2 eV from those
excited at 3pσu[Qg] and 4pσu[Qg], the shapes of the spec-
tra are similar. Therefore, one may conclude that these peaks
arise from 5pσu[Qg] and 6pσu[Qg] as Püttner and Ueda sug-
gested.7 However, as the excitation energy becomes close to
the ionization threshold, the RIXS spectra become similar to
the spectrum in the direct ionization region, which we have
shown as the RIXS spectrum excited at hνin = 549.56 eV in
Fig. 5. This implies that, toward the ionization limit, using
the RIXS spectra to recognize different electronic states is
relatively difficult.

E. The autoionization spectra of σ∗, 3pσu[Qg]
and 4pσu[Qg] states

In the RIXS spectra, we observed the atomic line at hνout

= 526.7 eV, that is, the O*(1s2s2p5 3P)→O*(1s22s2p4 3P)
transition takes place after ultrafast dissociation only on σ*
resonance. To investigate the dynamics of Rydberg states,
we measured the electron spectra of O* (2s22p3(2D)nl)
around this excitation energy region. These O* states are
autoionizing states because they are Rydberg states built
on an O+(2D) ionic core lying above the O+(4S) ionization
limit.23 It has been shown that the initially excited elec-
tron in a Rydberg orbital remains with O* even after the
cleavages of bonds.12,22,24 Figure 6 shows the photoelec-
tron spectra of O2 obtained at photoexcitation energies of
hνin = 538.96 eV (3sσg[Qu]), hνin = 540.70 eV (3pσu[Qg],

FIG. 6. Photoelectron spectra of O2 obtained at photoexcitation energies of
538.96 eV (3sσg[Qu]), 540.67 eV (3pσu v = 0), 541.10 eV (3pσu v = 2),
and 541.81 eV (4pσu). The direction of polarization was chosen as either 0°
(horizontal) or 90° (vertical) with respect to the optic axis of the analyzer.
All spectra except that denoted as “4pσu vertical” were measured with the
polarization fixed in the horizontal direction.
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v = 0), hνin = 541.13 eV (3pσu[Qg], v = 2), and hνin = 541.81
eV (4pσu[Qg]). The direction of the photon polarization was
chosen as either 0° (horizontal) or 90° (vertical) with respect
to the optic axis of the analyzer, and except for the spectrum
of the 4pσu vertical direction, the spectra were measured with
the polarization fixed in the horizontal direction.

We have assigned these lines to the autoionization decay
of the O* atom.18 For example, the strong line at 1.8 eV is due
to electrons ejected from the 2s22p3(2D)3d excited state of the
oxygen atom when the electronic state of the ion core changes
from 2s22p3(2D) to 2s22p3(4S).25 Other lines can be assigned
to the nd (n = 4, 5) Rydberg series of O*, the transitions of
which are also from the core-ionized 2s22p3(2D) state to the
2s22p3(4S) state; the transition energy between the 2s22p3(2P)
and 2s22p3(4S) states is 3.325 eV.25 The presence of O* due
to the electrons ejected from the 2s22p3(2D)4p excited state of
the oxygen atom is also observed at 2.0 eV. When 4pσu[Qg]
was excited, the 2s22p3(2D)4p state shows stronger intensity.
This is mainly due to the 4p Rydberg excitations because
an initially excited electron in a Rydberg orbital tends to
remain in the similar orbital even after the cleavage of the
bond.12

We should mention that 2s22p3(2D)4p states do not show
Doppler splitting. In contrast, the other peaks clearly show
Doppler splitting, implying that O* atoms are preferentially
ejected in the polarization direction and along the analyzer’s
optic axis. Therefore, the generation of O* in 2s22p3(2D)4p
states must be insufficient to be observed clearly before dis-
sociation. Note that other mechanisms are conceivable with
regard to the generation of the isotropic emission line. For
example, a longer lifetime of O2 in the excited state gener-
ates an isotropic emission line. An isotropic one can also be
observed if O* in the 2s22p3(2D)4p Rydberg state arises from
both Σ channel (O* are generated parallel to the polarization
direction) and Π channel (O* are generated vertical). How-
ever, since O* in the 2s22p3(2D)nd Rydberg state shows a
high propensity for parallel dissociation, it is very difficult to
conclude that only O* in the 2s22p3(2D)4p Rydberg state has
other dissociation dynamics. The only conceivable reason is
the photoemission energy of O* itself that has been influenced
and broadened.

If the lifetime is indeed shorter than the dissociation time,
the observation of 2s22p3(2D)np states with no Doppler split-
ting can be attributed to the broadening due to the perturbation
of the counterpart of the O atom or the O+ ion before the com-
pletion of dissociation. This can be rationalized by the fact
that, in H2O where relatively long lifetime can be expected,
no 2s22p3(2D)np state has been observed after inner-shell
excitation.12 The application of an atomic orbital calculation
program (COWAN code)26 suggested that the lifetime of the
2s22p3(2D)4p state of O* is 9.6 fs and its peak should be
located at 1.95 eV in the photoelectron spectra; furthermore,
the lifetime of the 2s22p3(2D)3d state is 3.7 ns and should be
located at 1.63 eV.

As we have mentioned in Sec. III A, the ultrafast dissocia-
tion occurs only at theσ* resonance peak, not at Rydberg peaks
including 3pσu[Qg] and 4pσu[Qg] states. Therefore, assuming
that the lifetime of the ultrafast dissociation is of the order of
fs, we can deduce that the lifetime of oxygen molecules in the

3pσu[Qg] and 4pσu[Qg] states has a lifetime greater than fs.
If we, again, consider that the lifetime of the 2s22p3(2D)4p
state of O* is 9.6 fs, the dissociation time after resonant Auger
decay must be close to 9.6 fs to be observed. Since the reso-
nant Auger decay is a fast process (∼a few fs), we can say that
the oxygen molecules excited to the 3pσu[Qg] and 4pσu[Qg]
Rydberg states undergo the dissociation with a lifetime of the
order of 10 fs.

IV. SUMMARY

RIXS spectra of oxygen molecules have been measured
for investigating the electronic structure of RV mixing of the
σ* state in the K-edge region. We have successfully made
new assignments of several Rydberg states. The RIXS spectra
show clear evidence that the bond length is very sensitive to
the electronic character because of RV mixing. This technique
can be useful for the assignment of peaks in other molecules
such as NO2 and NO, which show complicated structures due
to the existence of singlet and triplet states.

The photoemission spectra in the low-energy region aris-
ing from O* photoemission may prove to be a unique experi-
mental technique as an internal clock: since O* in the Rydberg
state has a given lifetime, the spectral broadening (O2 case) and
vanishing (H2O case) can be analyzed with the consideration
of its lifetime.
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